MOSAIC PUZZLE
SKILL DEVELOPING GAME FOR 3-100 YEAR OLDS
The CaraWonga mosaic set contains colorful textile mosaic pieces
with a cork layer as the bottom. The textile pieces are made of 80%
recycled industrial felt.
The pieces are manually cut with a punching machine. No chemicals
are used during the manufacturing process.
CaraWonga is a source of creativity, a chance for concentration
and good mood, but it is also a great STEAM educational tool.
This game enhances the sense of rhythm, the sense of 3D, logical skills,
fine motor skills and eye-hand coordination. You can create a pattern
according to the ideas included in the package or design your own ones.
Manufactured in Hungary by www.carawonga.hu
Distributor: www.experienceworkshop.org
Webshop: www.webshop.experienceworkshop.org
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GAME IDEAS
1. FREE CREATION
Form shapes or colored patterns.
2. SIMPLE SHAPES
Form rhomb shapes, stars, hexagons, a flower, a house…
The possibilities are endless, only your imagination sets the limits.
3. MANDALA
Start with a star or a hexagon and arrange the colors around it
to create a symmetrical pattern!
4. ANIMAL WORLD
Butterflies, bees, giraffes or turtles - bring them to life.
Remember, you can even stack the mosaic pieces on top of each other!
5. 3D MOSAICS
Design 3D images. Example: combine three rhombi
of different tones (light–medium–dark)
into a hexagon.
The result might be a cube or a flight of stairs etc.
6. MEMORY GAME
With the cork side face down, look for the pair of a mosaic piece.
Use 2-4 mosaics of one color.
7. ONE FOR YOU – ONE FOR ME
Play together! Put down the rhombi one by one into a pattern.
8. CREATING A MANDALA IN GROUPS OF 4-6
Each member of the group chooses a color of their own,
and in each turn, everyone puts down a specific number of rhombi
(you agree in advance on how many).

